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Russia’s Communist Party will not recognize electronic voting results which reversed its
candidates’ strong leads in the country’s parliamentary elections held over the weekend, a
party official said Monday. 

Several Communist Party candidates who appeared set to win their races suddenly fell behind
candidates from the ruling, pro-Kremlin party as soon as election officials started releasing
e-voting results Monday. 

Related article: Russians Say They Are Being Forced to Vote in Elections, This Time Online

The Communists saw “how the picture changed after the digital result was thrown out,”
Dmitry Novikov, deputy chairman of the party’s Central Committee, told reporters. 

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/27/russians-say-they-are-being-forced-to-vote-in-elections-this-time-online


“We will prove and convince the country that it needs to rebel and fight against these digital
innovations,” the Ekho Moskvy radio station quoted Novikov as saying.

Communist Party leader Gennady Zyuganov called on supporters “to defend the election
results like the Podolsk cadets defended Moscow [during World War II].”

Mikhail Lobanov, a Communist Party candidate in a western Moscow district, led against pro-
Kremlin television host Yevgeny Popov by a 10,800-vote margin. After the e-voting results
were released, Popov defeated Lobanov by 20,000 votes. 

"I know this result is not possible," Lobanov tweeted, calling on all candidates who lost due to
e-voting to "meet today and discuss further actions” on Pushkin Square in central Moscow.

Moscow authorities denied Communist Party requests to hold protests on Monday, Tuesday
and over the weekend soon after, citing coronavirus restrictions.

Critics and independent election observers have decried e-voting, which was introduced in
Moscow and a handful of other cities due to the coronavirus pandemic, saying it makes it far
easier to falsify votes. While election officials initially said e-voting results would be made
public as soon as polls closed Sunday evening, the results were delayed several times, drawing
widespread suspicion. 

The Moscow city administration's IT chief Eduard Lysenko Eduard Lysenko explained to the
RBC news website that the results were delayed because they had to be recounted at least four
times. He linked this need to the possibility of a postponed vote, which was provided only to
Muscovites.

Jailed Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny and his allies had called on supporters to cast their ballots
for scores of Communist Party candidates nationwide, who they identified as the most likely
figures to defeat United Russia in the elections, in their “Smart Voting” initiative. Google,
YouTube and Apple blocked the "Smart Voting" lists and its app over the weekend, citing a
Russian government request due to Navalny's organizations being designated "extremist"

“Electronic voting robbed this procedure of even a hint of reality,” Navalny’s spokeswoman
Kira Yamish tweeted.

The ruling, pro-Putin United Russia party has claimed a landslide victory in the elections to
Russia’s lower-house State Duma. With 90% of the votes counted by midday on Monday,
United Russia was ahead with nearly 50% of the vote, followed by the Communist Party with
almost 20%.
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